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Secret 1

You do not need to be Paul Hollywood or Nigella Lawson to bake the
most wonderful sourdough bread.

Secret 2

You do not need to be under lockdown to have the time to make a
sourdough. Making a good sourdough requires as little as 20 min of
preparation. It is all about timing.

Secret 3

It doesn’t need to be messy… but who doesn’t enjoy a bit of messy
kneading. Check out a few tips to largely avoid the mess at the end of
this presentation.

Secret 4

It doesn’t need to cost the earth, even if that is what posh markets make
it look like. You just need water, flour, salt and much love … that is no
more than £2 per kilo of sourdough.

So this is it
Today I will talk about:
• The starter. How to make it and look after it
• Types of flours/texture
• Knead or no knead?
• Two cooking methods

The starter

The starter
• 1 cup of whole wheat flour
• ¾ cup of bottled water (non-chlorinated)
• 3 cups (approx.) on unbleached all purpose flour
Method:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

In a large bowl or crock and the water to the flour and wisk together to mix well. Cover loosely with a kitchen
towel and keep in a warm place (about 23C if possible). Leave your starter alone for 24 hours.
Following this time, you might see some bubbles or not, specially in cooler temperatures. Either way, mix the
starter well with a whisk or fork, measure out half a cup of the starter, and discard it. Although it might hurt
you to do so, this“waste” is important so you can have a great starter in a few days’ time.
After discarding a portion of the starter, add half a cup of unbleached, all purpose flour and 3/4 cup of nonchlorinated water. Use warm water not hot.
Mix well and again, leave in a warm place. You will start noticing that your starter lightens in color with the
addition of all purpose flour.
By the third day you should see some activity in your starter and also a fruity aroma. Once again, discard half a
cup of starter and add half a cup of all-purpose flour and 90 millilitres of water (1/2 of 3/4th of a cup).
Continue the process for the next three days (try and do this at the same time of day). Your starter should
have started to thrive by now, rising after you feed it, and eventually settling down.

My basic sourdough recipe
Sponge

• A cup of starter
• 375gr flour
• 410 ml water

The loaf

• The sponge
• 450gr of flour
Which flour should you use?

Any bread flour, not self-raising, will do. You can experiment with alternative flours
e.g. Rye (heavier bread), Khorasan, Spelt, Wholemeal. I tend to add a bit of white
flour (200gr) so it is not too heavy. Of course you can make it all white and get a
very light and chewy bread.

The sponge

Method 1: Knead + longer fermentation
(longer fermentation gives the bread a more sour taste)

Method 1: Knead + longer fermentation
1.

Make the sponge and leave to proof overnight in a warm draught free place.

2.

Make the loaf, first thing in the morning, by adding the rest of the flour, salt (about a spoonful) and any
additional goodies (olive oil, seeds, dry fruit, olives, etc.). Knead the dough for 5-10min and return to
the bowl for 2 to 4 hours to rise (cover with a plastic bag, cling film or better still, a shower cap).

3.

Take the dough out of the bowl and knead for another 5-10min and place in the basket (banneton) or
alternative rising container, see last slide.

4.

Bake. Preheat the oven to the max temp (approx. 250 C). It usually takes about half hour to reach the
right temperature, make sure your baking try is inside the oven during this time. Place a sheet of
greaseproof paper on top of the basket and turn it over to get the dough out. Quickly make a deep cross
cut and rush the bread to the oven. It is usually recommended to have a tray with water in the oven to
increase moisture and enhance your bread curst, however, in me experience this is not essential.

5.

Finally, take the bread out and place on a rack to cool down ideally for 20 min if you can resist the
temptation to cut it sooner. Believe or not, it will continue to cook while out of the oven.

Cooking temperature: 15min x 250 C followed by 30min x 165 C (avoid the temptation to open the oven).

Method 2: No knead + shorter fermentation

Method 2: No knead + shorter fermentation
1.

This method does not require to make a sponge, so put all the ingredients together in a bowl (for the
sponge and the loaf, including the salt and any extra goodies) and mix well until a consistent dough is
formed, this might required a bit of hand work. Put the dough back in the bowl, cover with plastic and
leave to raise overnight (minimum 8 to 10 hours) in a warm draught free place.

2.

Turn the risen dough onto the kitchen counter and form into a ball, tucking the seams down. Place the
dough ball in your basket, or a bowl with linen cloth sprinkled with flour, seams side down, and leave
to rise for another 2 hours.

3.

Bake: about half an hour before your bread is done rising for the second time, preheat the oven to max
temp (approx. 250 C). Place a heavy cast-iron or other heavy oven-safe pot in the oven with the lid on.
Once the dough has risen, carefully remove your heated pot from the oven. Quickly, in a smooth
motion, turn the dough into the pot so that the seam side now faces up. Be very careful doing all this
because the pot is very hot. Put the lid back on the pot and bake for 30 minutes. Take off the lid and
continue baking the bread for another 20 minutes at 180 C. Once the loaf is baked, take out of the
oven and leave it to cool down for about half an hour before carefully removing it from the pot. Let the
loaf continue cooling on a rack.

Cooking temperature: 30min x 250 C followed by 20min x 165 C

Tips to avoiding mess
(see image sequence in next slide)

Sponge

Making the loaf

Mixing with spoon

Kneading

Smooth dough

Place in basket

Don’t have a basket (Banneton)?
• Line a metal or plastic open bowl or colander with a linen dish towel
(linen is preferable to cotton, since cotton has microscopic fibbers
that can stick to dough) and dust it liberally with flour.
• Another option is to use parchment paper or grease proof paper
dusted with flour.

